
Vocabulary List for 
“ Listening is Underrated ”

1 account for ある割合を
占める

英英  supply or make up a specified amount or proportion

例文  Communication skills account for a large proportion of professional success.

2 proportion 割合 
比率

英英 a part, share, or number considered in comparative relation to a whole

例文  Communication skills account for a large proportion of professional success.

3 perpetually 永遠に 
絶え間なく

英英 in a way that never ends or changes; constantly

例文 A precious piece of memory perpetually illuminates one’s heart for the rest of his or her life.

4 conversationalist 会話上手
英英 a person who is good at or fond of engaging in conversation

例文 Then what does it mean to be a great conversationalist?

5 associate 連想する
英英 connect (someone or something) with something else in one's mind

例文 Many people associate this quality with abilities to talk.

6 persuasive 説得力のあ
る

英英 good at persuading someone to do or believe something through reasoning or the use of temptation

例文 A knowledgeable person is persuasively stating opinions.

7 witty 機知に富む
英英 showing or characterized by quick and inventive verbal humor

例文 A man of confidence is bringing laughter with a witty joke.

8 underestimate 過小評価す
る

英英 estimate (something) to be smaller or less important than it actually is

例文 However, we hugely underestimate the importance of listening.

9 deep down 心の底では 
本心では

英英 in one's inmost feelings, despite appearances to the contrary

例文 Deep down, all of us want to be heard, cared, and understood.

10 classify 分類する
英英 arrange (a group of people or things) in classes or categories

例文 The values we can give and receive through conversation can be classified into two categories.

11 the former 前者
英英 denoting the first or first mentioned of two people or things

例文 The former includes useful advice, an objective opinion on a particular situation.

12 objective 客観的な
英英 not influenced by personal feelings or opinions in considering and representing facts

例文 The former includes useful advice, an objective opinion on a particular situation.

13 the latter 後者
英英 denoting the second or second mentioned of two people or things

例文 The latter is psychological satisfaction derived from being approved, building trust, and feeling heard.

14 tricky 厄介な 
扱いづらい

英英 requiring care and skill because difficult or awkward

例文 Informational value can be tricky because it is appreciated only when it’s truly asked for.

15 appreciate 評価する 
感謝する

英英 recognize the full worth of / be grateful for 

例文 Informational value can be tricky because it is appreciated only when it’s truly asked for.

16 boost 高める
英英 help or encourage (something) to increase or improve

例文 In fact, it often ends up as a way of boosting one’s ego.

17 ego エゴ 
自尊心

英英 a person's sense of self-esteem or self-importance

例文 In fact, it often ends up as a way of boosting one’s ego.

18 for the sake of ～のために
英英  for the purpose of

例文 When we give information and advice to others, we believe we do this for the sake of others.

19 temptation 誘惑
英英 the desire to do something, especially something wrong or unwise

例文 We should not give in to the temptation to prove ourselves.

20 counsel 助言する
英英 give advice to (someone)

例文 When somebody says “I just lost my job,” it is certainly not a good idea to start counseling on the next job hunting.
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21 sounding board 反響板 
壁打ち相手

英英 a board or screen placed over or behind a pulpit or stage to reflect a speaker's voice forward

例文 They just want a sounding board.

22 sound 適切な 
真当な

英英 competent, reliable, or holding acceptable views

例文 No matter how sound the advice may be, it holds no value if the person receiving doesn’t feel like incorporating it.

23 incorporate 取り入れる
英英  take in or contain (something) as part of a whole; include

例文 No matter how sound the advice may be, it holds no value if the person receiving doesn’t feel like incorporating it.

24 nod うなづく
英英 lower and raise one's head slightly and briefly, especially in greeting, assent, or understanding

例文 Many of you have already heard a lot of tips to be a good listener, such as nodding and smiling.

25 intriguing 興味深い
英英 arousing one's curiosity or interest; fascinating

例文 If you really are interested in the subject, you will naturally come up with intriguing questions.

26 spontaneously 自発的に 
自然発生的に

英英 as a result of a sudden impulse and without premeditation

例文 If you are interested in the topic, you will spontaneously look up and your facial expressions will be vibrant.

27 vibrant 活気に満ち
た

英英 full of energy and enthusiasm

例文 If you are interested in the topic, you will spontaneously look up and your facial expressions will be vibrant.

28 pretend ～のフリを
する

英英 speak and act so as to make it appear that something is the case when in fact it is not

例文 You would not like to look for another skill that helps you pretend to be a good listener.

29 radiate 放たれる 
発散する

英英 diverge or spread from or as if from a central point

例文 It radiates naturally from your attitudes with genuine interest and curiosity.

30 genuine 本物の 
真の

英英 truly what something is said to be; authentic

例文 It radiates naturally from your attitudes with genuine interest and curiosity.

31 cognitive 認知の 
認知に関わる

英英 relating to cognition

例文 Alongside respect and curiosity, good listeners have cognitive flexibility.

32 cope with うまく対処
する

英英 deal effectively with something difficult

例文 They are able to cope with contradictory ideas and gray areas.

33 contradictory 矛盾した
英英 mutually opposed or inconsistent

例文 They are able to cope with contradictory ideas and gray areas.

34 pros and cons 長所と短所 
賛否両論

英英 advantages and disadvantages / both agreement and disagreement

例文 In this topic, both pros and cons make sense to a certain extent.

35 hastily 性急に
英英 with excessive speed or urgency; hurriedly

例文 They can patiently listen to arguments on both sides without hastily reaching extreme conclusions.

36 attentively 注意深く
英英 while paying close attention

例文 They attentively try to understand the context.

37 blank slate 白紙の状態
英英 something with no existing restraints that can be freely developed

例文 We don’t know until we listen with our mind to a blank slate.

38 expose 晒す
英英 cause someone to be vulnerable or at risk

例文 Skillful listeners have been exposed to various values and opinions.

39 generous 寛容な
英英 showing kindness toward others

例文 They are essentially generous and humble, and always looking for a room to grow.

40 humble 謙虚な
英英 having or showing a modest or low estimate of one's own importance

例文 They are essentially generous and humble, and always looking for a room to grow.
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41 room 余地
英英 opportunity or scope for something to happen or be done

例文 They are essentially generous and humble, and always looking for a room to grow.

42 intent 意図
英英 intention or purpose

例文 We often listen with the intent to reply.

43 occupy 占める 
占拠する

英英 fill or preoccupy

例文 We are often occupied with the concern about what to say next.

44 empathize 共感する 
感情移入する

英英 understand and share the feelings of another

例文 Our cognitive resources should be used to understand and empathize.

45 inquire 尋ねる
英英 ask for information from someone

例文 Our words should be intended to build a better understanding, such as inquiring the detailed context.

46 sacrifice 犠牲にする
英英 give up (something important or valued) for the sake of other considerations:

例文 Listening attentively is never about sacrificing ourselves or holding ourselves back from talking.

47 hold ～ back
抑える 

食い止める

英英 prevent or restrict the progress or development of someone or something

例文 Listening attentively is never about sacrificing ourselves or holding ourselves back from talking.

48 security 心理的安全
性

英英 the state of feeling safe, stable, and free from fear or anxiety

例文 As you are a colleague or a boss, it leads to better security and communication in your team.

49 humanity 人情、慈愛 
思いやり

英英 humaneness; benevolence

例文 The more people listen sincerely to each other, the more we treat each other with humanity.
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